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Why Interfaces?

• Interfaces in a system may 
sometimes be regarded as rather 
a nuisance

• But there are good reasons for 
having them:

• It is usually difficult to make the 
entire system from a single 
component

• Restrictions on size of components
• Restrictions on manufacture of 

particular geometries
• Need for different materials in 

different parts of the system
• Need for disassembly and 

replacement of parts in the system
• Need to allow relative motion 

between components



Fretting Fatigue

• Fretting fatigue occurs when interfaces in a 
system are subjected to oscillatory forces or 
displacements

• The interface may be either
• Sliding everywhere during part of the cycle

• In partial slip, so that a portion of the 
contact stays ‘stuck’ during the complete 
cycle

• This oscillatory motion causes
• Surface degradation

• Possible changes in friction coefficient

• Very high local stress (similar to a very 
sharp notch)

• Competing processes emerge
• Crack nucleation

• Small crack propagation

• Wear



Fretting Fatigue in Practice

• South West Airlines 
flight 1380, 17th

April 2018

• First fatality on US 
commercial flight 
since 2009

• NTSB report:

• A low-cycle fatigue 
crack in the 
dovetail of fan 
blade No. 13, which 
resulted in the fan 
blade separating in 
flight 



Fretting Fatigue in Practice

• Unfortunately, our 
current state of 
understanding does 
not prevent the 
occurrence of such 
incidents

• NTSB 2016:

• A  low-cycle  fatigue  
crack  in  the  
dovetail  of  fan  
blade  No.  23, 
resulted  in  the  fan  
blade separating  in  
flight  and  
impacting  the  fan  
case….



Solid Mechanics Requirements

• From a solid mechanics 
perspective a ‘good’ joint is one 
that has zero friction (we don’t 
need to worry about it) or infinite 
friction (the two components are 
one)

• Unfortunately, from a vibrations 
perspective, we would like to see 
damping in our systems (i.e. 
mechanical energy turned into 
heat)

• In this second case a good system 
is one with neither zero nor 
infinite friction



Frictional Damping

• Joints in a 
structure provide 
quite significant 
frictional damping

• This damping is 
highly non-linear

• Often it is simply 
fortuitous, but it 
can also be added 
deliberately
• E.g. under-

platform dampers



Analysis of Fretting Fatigue

• Zero friction and infinite friction 
eliminate the fretting problem, but
• Neither are realistically achievable

• They each provide zero damping, so 
are the worst cases from the vibration 
perspective

• Analysis of fretting is difficult
• Non-linear

• Rapidly varying stress

• Size effect similar to that for notches

• Unknown influence of surface 
damage

• Cannot simply analyse by ‘hot spot’ 
stress on its own

• But particularly, friction coefficient is 
a key factor and this changes with 
time and varies with position.



Variability in Friction

• Note how frictional heat generation differs at the four 
contacts



Friction Coefficient

• For many practical engineering 
purposes, the friction coefficient 
is assumed to be a constant for a 
material pair
• This follows the basic 

understanding developed by 
Leonardo da Vinci 500 years ago

• But in experiments it can be 
observed that the coefficient 
varies with both time and 
position within a contact

• Moreover contacts are not 
repeatable, meaning that 
prediction can be challenging

Leonardo da Vinci (1452 – 1519)



Friction Coefficient (2)

• Friction coefficient and 
Archard wear constant are 
frequently measured in 
‘pin on disk’ tests

• These are simple to 
perform, but conditions 
may be quite different 
from interfaces in partial 
slip or small amplitude 
reciprocal sliding
• Temperature

• Wear particle transport

• Hence wear rate…



Friction Coefficient (3)

• Friction varies even 
during a simple 
reciprocating sliding 
cycle

• Reciprocating 
fretting tests show 
that surface damage 
plays a role in 
developing self-
registration of 
surfaces

• As wear proceeds, 
friction can increase 
significantly 0
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Wear in a Friction Experiment

• Friction increase 
occurs at the 
same time as 
initial wear 



Wear scar development



Frequency Response Functions

• Note that the inclusion of the worn contact area and changed pressure distribution  
can give better predictions of the frequency response of an assembly



Ultrasound Experiments

• Reflection of ultrasonic waves at an interface may 
be used to measure normal and tangential stiffness

• Tangential stiffness varies even within a cycle of 
loading, as well as with the number of cycles



Wear and Friction

• 1D Friction rig used 
to collect hysteresis 
curves under small 
amplitude 
reciprocal sliding

• Friction coefficient
is taken from the
sliding part of the
curve

• Variation of friction
coefficient with no
of cycles (i.e. with 
wear) is often 
observed



Examination of Wear Particles

• Luke Blades designed an apparatus which 
can collect debris particles, even under 
controlled atmosphere

• This enables examination of particle 
morphology



Are joints a good thing?

• Aside from the practical issues requiring joints, structures without 
frictional damping may be prone to large vibration amplitudes

• If we introduce joints then damping improves vibration performance, 
but potentially at the expense of 
• Fretting Fatigue

• Fretting Wear

• Hence we need a holistic design approach which considers all the 
relevant parameters
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Conclusions and Future Perspectives

• We are much closer to characterising fretting 
wear and fretting fatigue than we were 40 
years ago

• However like many problems there are layers 
of complexity

• Simplistic models of friction will no longer
suffice

• Tomorrow’s researchers will have to tackle the 
problem in a multi-disciplinary and multi-
physics manner

• Friction and wear are closely coupled
processes, and should not be examined in
isolation.

Wolfgang Pauli:
‘God created the 
solids, but surfaces 
are the work of the 
devil’
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